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Overview of the company

• Ledesma SAAI: Argentine company, leader in the
sugar, paper, citric fruits, and citric juice markets.

• By adding new technologies and investing, Ledesma
transformed its original sugar mill and refinery into
an agricultural/industrial complex, involving different
activities in many Argentine provinces.



Overview of the company

• Over 6.000 employees.

• Agricultural/industrial complex:

− 37,000 hectares planted with
sugar cane.

− Sugar, alcohol, sugar cane
cellulose, and paper plants.

− 600 km of roads built and
maintained by the company.

− 1,400 km of irrigation channels.

• Other plants throughout the country,
and headquarters in Buenos Aires.



Overview of the company

• Over 50.000 tn. of refined sugar per month during the
harvest period, and about 46.000 tn. per month during
non-harvest months.

− Harvesting: From May to November.
− Production: From May to February/March.

• The refinery produces a continuous flow of two kinds
of sugar, in fixed proportions:

− 63 % Blanco refinado (premium quality)
− 37 % Común Tipo “A” (standard quality)



Overview of the company

• Range of packaged products from 1 kg. home bags
to 1.250 kg. industrial big bags.



Overview of the company

• The refinery and packaging plants
are located in the industrial
complex in Jujuy province.

• 10 depots, four of them devoted
to exports + local markets.

• Two companies provide railroad
transportation, starting from
Jujuy and Tucumán, respectively.

• Transportation by truck only
allowed along prespecified routes.

• Most complicated: Jujuy-Bs. As.
via Tucumán, by truck, train, and
truck, with transshipment costs.
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Sugar production and supply chain
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The planning process

• The planning process is in charge of the planning team,
a 4-person team established in 2001.

• The planning process is performed in monthly meetings,
and is based on the sales forecast.
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Development of a linear programming model

• In 2004, Ledesma deployed an initiative to incorporate
operations research into the planning process.

• As a consequence, we developed a linear programming
model in order to represent the planning decisions,
intended to assist the planning team:

− Monthly decisions with a 13-month planning horizon.

− Includes production, packaging, and transportation
decisions.

− Objective: Minimize costs while satisfying demand.



Modelling of production and packaging decisions



The production/logistics interface





Linear programming model

• The linear programming model from the May, 2010
scenario has:

− 74.741 variables,
− 72.476 constraints,
− 318.067 nonzero elements (density 0.0058 %).

• The model was coded in a proprietary modelling language,
and involves 53 groups of variables and 134 blocks of
constraints.

• Model generation and solution (with Mosek 5 LP solver)
in less than 5 minutes.



Computational application

• We developed a software tool to manage scenarios,
solve the model, and analyze the results.

• Possibility of fixing some model variables and solving
for the remaining decisions.



Computational application

• Set of pre-solving warnings, in order to detect possible
infeasibilities and unwanted situations.

• Set of post-solving solution highlights on the problems
and shortcomings of the obtained solution.



Current status

• The model provides acceptable plans and has been used
in parallel with the manual planning since 2008.

− The model outputs are taken as suggestions for
the manually-generated plan.

• Ultimate goal: Replace the manual planning by the
model solution, with manual changes a posteriori and/or
variable fixings.

⇒ We are currently undergoing a tuning process, in order
to tackle minor solution shortcomings.
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Conclusions and current challenges

• The planning problem for the production, packing, and
transportation problems for the sugar business of Ledesma
SAAI can be succesfully modeled with linear programming.

− The solution times are very good.

− The solution quality is reasonable, although the
tuning process is not finished.

• A fully-automated decision system is not possible, but
how far can we reach in assisting the planning team
decisions?

− Automatic strategical suggestions?

− Online re-planning?

− Weekly decisions?


